The area of microbial inactivation by the low-temperature plasma produced by DC electric cometary discharge is increased by insertion of an electrically insulated metallic grid between the discharge and the target object. Gram-negative bacteria are almost fully inactivated; an additional zone of incomplete inactivation appears for Gram-positive bacteria and yeasts.
Introduction
The rapidly developing eld of plasma decontamination and medical applications was previously reviewed many times, e.g. in [15] ; a paragraph devoted to action to bacteria is involved also in [6] ; recently, a book devoted to this topic was also edited [7] . The non-thermal plasma for this purpose was mostly produced in air by dielectric barrier discharges, gliding arc, plasma torches and various corona discharges; we compared microbicidal properties of various corona discharges in [8] . In other papers [9, 10] we reported a new type of jet-like point-to--point DC electric discharge produced in atmospheric air and named cometary. We also described here the ability of cold plasma produced by this discharge to inhibit the growth of Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus epidermidis bacteria on agar plates and on human skin. The cometary discharge is similar to this one produced by devices called plasma jet torch, plasma pencil, or plasma needle, which generate the low-temperature plasma by RF in a stream of carrier gas [11, 12] .
In the study [13] , the mechanism of decontamination was studied using the grounded mesh electrode inserted between the positive electric discharge and the target sample, here a contaminated agar plate. This electrode (metallic grid) shielded the electric eld and trapped the charged particles, but allowed the neutral particles and UV light to reach the agar surface. The experimental arrangement used in this study is similar, except the use of cometary discharge and the inserting of electrically insulated metallic grid.
Experimental arrangement
The low-temperature plasma was produced by the device described in detail in [9] and [10] . Briey, it consists * corresponding author; e-mail: jaroslav.julak@lf1.cuni.cz of two needle electrodes connected to the power supply delivering DC voltage variable from 0 to 10 kV. The electrodes were arranged at an angle of 30
• , their tips were 9 mm apart and the tip of the positive electrode was shifted 1 mm above the negative one. Under these conditions, the cometary discharge appears between the electrodes at 7.710 kV and 30400 µA. This discharge is a pulseless one, as measured by oscilloscope EO 213 (RFT). In the device reported here, the electrically insulated metallic grid was inserted between the discharge and the exposed object. The grid consisted of stainless steel wire 0.1 mm in diameter forming the net with a mesh size of 1 mm. The net was mounted into polyethylene collar; four screws used as a stand enabled setting the distance between the grid and the exposed plane, e.g. an agar cultivation plate. This arrangement is drawn schematically in Fig. 1 and depicted in Fig. 2 . We also developed a hand-held device, which may be used for exposure of various objects including human skin; its properties and (62) Fig. 2 . The arrangement of the device producing the cometary discharge with inserted grid.
abilities are similar to those of the basic arrangement and will be described in detail elsewhere.
During exposure to the cometary discharge, the insulated grid is rapidly charged to the positive electrostatic potential of ca. 46 kV as measured by Kolbe's electroscope.
Methods
The microbicidal eect of the above-described device Whereas the borders of continual growth were mostly sharply delineated, the borderlines between incomplete and complete inhibition were fuzzy and hard to estimate, thus, were only approximately assessed.
Results
The dierence in the microbicidal eect demonstrates Table. The gures represent average values from three-time repeated exposures, the parallel results did not dier more than 10%. Due to the small number of experiments, no further statistical evaluation of results was performed.
Discussion
The data presented in Sect. Recently [14] , we studied the sensitivity of various microbes to the action of cold plasma produced under various conditions. Using the same microbial strains cultivated at the same conditions as in the present study, we exposed the microbes on an agar surface to the negative corona discharge: the yeast appeared to be most sensitive and E. coli and S. epidermidis displayed comparable but lesser zones and thus a lower sensitivity to produced plasma. On the contrary, exposure of these microbes in aqueous suspension revealed the highest sensitivity of E. coli, medium sensitivity of S. epidermidis and the lowest sensitivity for C. albicans; the complete inhibition of these organisms occurred after ca. sively studied many times (see, e.g., [15] or [16] ), modeling and simulation of low-temperature atmospheric pressure plasmas in interactions with living cells was reviewed in [17] . Recently, the nature and bactericidal action of various active particles in low-temperature plasma was discussed, e.g., in [1820] or [21] . In our still unpublished study, we compared the action of corona discharge and dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) on microbes: at comparable conditions, we observed that the inactivation eect of corona discharge is more powerful to bacteria in water suspension, whereas the DBD acts better on bacterial layer onto the agar plate. Despite all these (sometimes controversial) ndings, it seems that the mechanism of inactivation depends strongly on the experimental arrangement and conditions.
The cause of enlarging the eectively exposed area is not clear, but the scattering of the reactive particle beam on the grid may be a possible explanation. An additional eect may also be the accumulation of charged particles on the grid, which is charged to the electrostatic potential of 46 kV. The rest of particles are carried of by ion wind to the target, whereas the charged grid acts as a secondary electrode with discharges in its nodes distributed uniformly over the exposed area. These secondary discharges are not visible and weaker than the primary beam, but their synergic action may be sucient for causing the microbial inhibition. The weaker eect of secondary discharges may explain the formation of zones of incomplete inhibition, apparent mainly in Staphylococcus epidermidis. 
